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Abstract:
Recently, there is a need to move knowledge organization systems (KOS) to online applications, by using
Semantic Web technologies, in order to optimize indexing and searching. The present paper reports the rep-
resentation of the Integrative Levels Classification (ILC) as a networked KOS, through conversion of its
second edition into the W3C standard SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) format.

1.0 Introduction
In recent years, there is an increased need to move knowledge organization systems

(KOS) to online applications, such as library catalogues or research data repositories,
to optimize indexing and searching. Such need leads to represent traditional organiza-
tion of concepts in the syntax of Semantic Web technologies (Binding and Tudhope
2016; Trzmielewski and Gnoli 2019). As Peponakis et al. (2019) highlight, enumerat-
ive disciplinary classifications and subject headings are harder to represent as machine
processable and expressive semantic networks while thesauri are more suitable for this
purpose.

Therefore,  it  is also interesting to observe which solutions may be adopted with
freely faceted classifications, which have a richer structure closer to that of thesauri
and a greater expressive power. The present paper reports on the representation of the
Integrative Levels Classification (ILC) as a networked KOS, through conversion of its
second edition into the W3C standard SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization Sys-
tem) format.

The SKOS work on standards for thesauri and other knowledge organization sys-
tems grew out of the EC FP5 SWAD-Europe project. The aim was to facilitate the mi-
gration of KOSs to the Semantic Web, and work was carried forward by the W3C Se-
mantic Web Best Practices and Deployment Working Group. The SKOS standard is
published as a W3C Recommendation (W3C 2009). While SKOS was designed with
thesauri primarily in mind, the availability of a relatively simple and accessible stand-
ard, expressible in RDF, has undoubtedly contributed to a major interest in KOSs gen-
erally for Semantic Web and linked data application development and also the map-
ping (and linking) of one KOS to another. Representation in SKOS (and RDF) exposes
KOSs to a wide potential audience of developers and users. This was the rationale for
investigating the representation in SKOS and making available a machine readable
version of ILC.

2.0 The features of ILC



The Integrative Levels Classification is a general KOS that is being developed since
2004 by an international team of scholars, including the authors of this paper. It draws
from the tradition of faceted bibliographic classifications as developed by Rangan-
athan and the Classification Research Group. However, it differs from these mainly for
listing phenomena — such as iron, lakes, trade unions or orchestras — instead of dis-
ciplines — such as chemistry, geography, economics or musicology (Gnoli 2016).

This has important consequences, both theoretical and applied. One of them is that
the same classes can be applied to bibliographic records (e.g. an article on bagpipes),
museum objects (e.g.  a bagpipe specimen),  products (a bagpipe model offered in a
maker website) and so on, possibly combined with additional dimensions (“bagpipes,
in articles”; “bagpipes, in museums”...: see Gnoli, Park, and Ledl, 2019).

Another original feature is that ILC facets are not only special facets  limited to a
specific main class (e.g. the processes of biology, or the materials of mining), but also
free facets  that can be used to connect any two classes from the whole spectrum of
knowledge (e.g. cervid populations affected by road traffic).  This KOS variety,  de-
scribed by Austin (1976) as freely faceted classification, offers a powerful expressivity
very similar to that of a full language; at the same time, it implies a certain amount of
syntactic complexity that is more demanding to be represented carefully as linked data
(see next section).

The first stable edition of the system (ILC1) was published in 2011 and consisted of
7,052 classes and facets. In  September 2019, the developing new edition has been
frozen to become the second stable edition (ILC2), consisting of 10,845 classes and fa-
cets (Gnoli 2020).

Compared to ILC1, it has evolved in some renamed or moved main classes, better
development of many subclasses, rearrangement and new definitions of various facet
categories, distinction between facets by nature (“wheels” as parts of vehicles) and fa-
cets by function (“vehicles, with wheels”), and other details in notation. These changes
are described by Park et al. (2020). Specific fields for mapping between different ILC
editions, and between ILC and the Dewey Decimal Classification, are provided in the
ILC MySQL database.

ILC features involve a rich semantic structure with many components: basic classes
(a-y), common facets (0-9), special facets (90-99), expected foci, deictics (A-Z), etc.
While  not  all  these  structural  components  are  provided  for  in  the  standard  SKOS
format, good compromises and solutions can be found for many of them (Gnoli et al.
2011).

3.0 Procedures
It was necessary to transform the working representation of ILC2 used by the edito-

rial team to SKOS and RDF. We were able to draw on previous experience by the Hy-
permedia Research Group at the University of South Wales with publishing national
UK heritage thesauri (Heritage Data n.d.) as SKOS based linked data (Binding and
Tudhope 2016).

In order to generate a SKOS representation of ILC2, it was necessary to transform
the relational (MySQL as exported into CSV) expression of the ILC2 classification
system. This was achieved using the STELETO transformation tool developed pre-
viously (Binding, Tudhope and Vlachidis 2018). STELETO converts input data to any
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textual output format via a user-defined textual template. It is a cross-platform com-
mand line application (open source) that performs bulk transformation of delimited
text tabular data into other textual formats via a custom template (Binding 2019).

Due to the complexity of a faceted classification system such as ILC, bespoke rules
were added to the process for ILC purposes. For example, it was necessary to derive
the  hierarchical  structure  of  the  classification  from the  notational  codes.  Database
fields for synonyms and descriptions of classes, of facet indicators and of foci have
been treated variously in order to obtain meaningful labels. Mappings to DDC classes
are available for all ILC main classes and for most 3-digit subdivisions of DDC (000-
999). These have been linked to OCLC DDC URIs.

The following solutions have been adopted:
 records having purely alphabetic notation values (basic classes) are modelled

as skos:Concept
 records having purely numeric notation values (common facets) are modelled

as rdf:Property, using the notation to determine the subproperty/superproperty
relationships. Single number notations (i.e. the fundamental categories) are
sub-property of skos:related. These properties are modelled with domain and
range specified as skos:Concept.

 records having a combination of alphabetic and numeric notation (special fa-
cets) are also modelled as rdf:Property with the domain being the alphabetic
part of the notation and the range being the value from the ‘foci’ field (if
present, otherwise skos:Concept). E.g. for m981 (“aged years”) domain is m
(“organisms”) and range is an (“quantities”), super property is then m98 (“de-
velopmental stage”).

4.0 A metaphysical question: what is the top class of all phenomena?
A basic SKOS relationship is skos:broader, by which any class can be related to its

parent class. For example, wi “pots” has a skos:broader relationship to w “artifacts” —
and vice versa,  w “artifacts” has a skos:narrower relationship to  wi “pots” and other
subclasses. We generated these relationships in automatic ways by exploiting the ex-
pressivity of ILC positional notation, where every additional digit means an additional
rank of specificity.

Once we came to the main classes expressed by a single letter, such as w “artifacts”
or h “celestial bodies”, we had to decide whether these in turn have any skos:broader
relationship. ILC2 also has a class * meaning “absolute, apeiron, the undifferentiated
whole” that could be seen as the primordial top class of which all phenomena are sub-
divisions.  This  would  have  implied  that  all  single-letter  classes  would  have  a
skos:broader relationship to class *. Draft visualizations of this architecture, however,
looked confusing for expected common users, as they would display a very abstract,
philosophical notion with much greater evidence than classes of more common usage.
We thus opted for not recording such relationship in the SKOS version of ILC2.

On the other hand, this has stimulated interesting considerations on how very gene-
ral philosophical notions, such as “things in themselves” or “phenomena”, may be ex-
pressed in ILC. A provisional view, that could be implemented in ILC3, is that a top
class meaning “being” can include both “absolute” that is noumena or things in them-
selves in philosophical terminology, and “phenomena” meant as classes of differentia-
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ted named entities,  in turn including all  common main classes;  of these,  some are
“real”, that is actually existent, and can be specified by the deictic Y already available
in ILC. 

 
5.0 Publication details

The conversion created a total of 82,534 triples describing 8,990 concepts (inclu-
ding 52 top concepts) and 943 properties (modelled as hierarchical specializations of
skos:related), a total of 9,933 items.

URIs for individual classes and facets refer to the online schedules previously avai-
lable through a PHP interface. To allow online navigation, however, these have dyna-
mic URLs of the form http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/no.php?no=jUxf (for class jUxf “Bay
of Fundy” taken as an example). In SKOS data, the dynamic form has been changed to
a static one: http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/class/jUxf. This has required to set a  mod_re-
write redirect instruction on the iskoi.org Apache server, so that referenced URIs are
automatically converted to the dynamic form and the appropriate information is dis-
played.

SKOS data for ILC2 are available from http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/skos.php in Turtle,
NTriples or RDF syntax.

They are also available at the BARTOC (Basel Register of Thesauri, Ontologies and
Classifications)  repository at  http://bartoc-skosmos.unibas.ch/ILC/en/  as  part  of  the
long-term experimentation with application of ILC to BARTOC indexing (Ledl and
Gnoli 2017). The SKOS version is published using Skosmos, an open source tool de-
veloped at the National Library of Finland (http://skosmos.org/). This produces various
flavours of RDF output, including the commonly used NTriples format.

6.0 Visualizations
A text based visualization is available from BARTOC. Graphical displays can be

created by importing the generated ILC2 NTriples RDF data file into the AllegroGraph
Gruff tool. Some illustrative examples of ILC2 concepts and properties follow, where
we can see the SKOS NTriples output and corresponding graph-based visualisations
using Gruff and the equivalent view from BARTOC. 

Note that we can observe in the SKOS output the main URI for the ILC2 SKOS
scheme at iskoi.org, the concept being visualised with its preferred label (“Bay of Fun-
dy”), its notation (jUxf), broader concepts (“Atlantic Ocean”) and their notation.

 
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> .
@prefix ilc2: <http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/class/> .
 
<http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/scheme>
  rdfs:label "Integrative Levels Classification (ILC)"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "Integrative Levels Classification (ILC)"@en ;
  a skos:ConceptScheme .
 
ilc2:jUxf
  rdfs:seeAlso <http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/details.php?no=jUxf> ;
  skos:broader ilc2:jUx ;
  skos:notation "jUxf" ;
  rdfs:label "Bay of Fundy"@en ;
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  skos:prefLabel "Bay of Fundy"@en ;
  skos:inScheme <http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/scheme> ;
  a skos:Concept .
 
ilc2:jUx
  skos:notation "jUx" ;
  rdfs:label "Atlantic Ocean"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "Atlantic Ocean"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:narrower ilc2:jUxf .

Figure 1: Skosmos output and Gruff visualisations and corresponding BARTOC view for Bay of
Fundy

A more elaborate example with the concept of polypteriformes shows more of a
hierarchical tree. We also see an example of a descriptive Note in the Gruff visualisa-
tion.

@prefix ilc2: <http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/class/> .
@prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
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ilc2:mqvh
  skos:notation "mqvh" ;
  rdfs:label "ray-finned fish"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "ray-finned fish"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:narrower ilc2:mqvhb .
 
ilc2:mqvhb
  rdfs:seeAlso <http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/details.php?no=mqvhb> ;
  skos:note "including bichirs, reedfish"@en ;
  skos:broader ilc2:mqvh ;
  skos:notation "mqvhb" ;
  rdfs:label "polypteriformes"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "polypteriformes"@en ;
  skos:inScheme <http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/scheme> ;
  a skos:Concept .
 
<http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/scheme>
  rdfs:label "Integrative Levels Classification (ILC)"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "Integrative Levels Classification (ILC)"@en ;
  a skos:ConceptScheme .
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Figure 2: Skosmos output and Gruff visualizations and corresponding BARTOC view for
polypteriformes

 
A yet more complex example shows the variety of relationships within ILC2 and

connections  between  concepts.  For  example,  there  are  associative  relationships
(skos:related) between “stars” and “star clusters” and between “stars” and “plasma”.

 
@prefix ilc2: <http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/class/> .
@prefix skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#> .
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
 
ilc2:h
  skos:notation "h" ;
  rdfs:label "celestial bodies"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "celestial bodies"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:narrower ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hu
  skos:notation "hu" ;
  rdfs:label "star clusters"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "star clusters"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:related ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hlb
  skos:notation "hlb" ;
  rdfs:label "subdwarf stars"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "subdwarf stars"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:broader ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hlg
  skos:notation "hlg" ;
  rdfs:label "giant stars"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "giant stars"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:broader ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hlj
  skos:notation "hlj" ;
  rdfs:label "supergiant stars"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "supergiant stars"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
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  skos:broader ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hl
  skos:narrower ilc2:hlU, ilc2:hlb, ilc2:hlg, ilc2:hlf, ilc2:hlj, ilc2:hlh, ilc2:hld, ilc2:hlk, ilc2:hla ;
  skos:scopeNote "celestial bodies where nuclear fusion occurs"@en ;
  skos:related ilc2:hu, ilc2:gf ;
  skos:inScheme <http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/scheme> ;
  rdfs:label "stars"@en ;
  rdfs:seeAlso <http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/details.php?no=hl> ;
  skos:prefLabel "stars"@en ;
  skos:notation "hl" ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:broader ilc2:h .
 
ilc2:gf
  skos:notation "gf" ;
  rdfs:label "plasma"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "plasma"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:related ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hlh
  skos:notation "hlh" ;
  rdfs:label "bright giant stars"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "bright giant stars"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:broader ilc2:hl .
 
<http://www.iskoi.org/ilc/2/scheme>
  rdfs:label "Integrative Levels Classification (ILC)"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "Integrative Levels Classification (ILC)"@en ;
  a skos:ConceptScheme .
 
ilc2:hla
  skos:notation "hla" ;
  rdfs:label "attributes of #hla"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "attributes of #hla"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:broader ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hlf
  skos:notation "hlf" ;
  rdfs:label "subgiant stars"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "subgiant stars"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:broader ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hlk
  skos:notation "hlk" ;
  rdfs:label "hypergiant stars"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "hypergiant stars"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:broader ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hlU
  skos:notation "hlU" ;
  rdfs:label "the Sun"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "the Sun"@en ;
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  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:broader ilc2:hl .
 
ilc2:hld
  skos:notation "hld" ;
  rdfs:label "dwarf stars"@en ;
  skos:prefLabel "dwarf stars"@en ;
  a skos:Concept ;
  skos:broader ilc2:hl .

 

Figure 3: Skosmos output and Gruff visualizations and corresponding BARTOC view for stars

7.0 Conclusion 
Previous experience at the University of South Wales with the STELETO transfor-

mation tool has allowed to treat the complex syntactic structures of a freely faceted
classification,  such  as  ILC,  and  produce  an  appropriate  representation  of  them as
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SKOS. On the other hand, full management of concept combinations according to ILC
syntax is limited by the expressiveness of the SKOS format itself, as already discussed
by Gnoli et al. (2011). 

Representation of a freely faceted classification as SKOS is especially useful for the
purposes of data exchange in a standard international format,  making it available on
the Web as linked data in view of new applications. Tools for visualization of semantic
structures are another benefit of conversion to SKOS. Special applications, such as
PHP scripts for navigation of ILC schedules as available on the iskoi.org website, can
further exploit its expressive power.
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